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 Dante is a master swordfighter and loves to play the violin, but he comes from a world where enemies are corrupt and virtuous
people are oppressed. The Trinity-like powers of the three goddesses are joined with powerful demon warriors who are driven
by their own goals and desires and eventually the Devil himself, which gives DmC Devil May Cry™ a fresh new feel to this

franchise. Key Features: Fight your way through hordes of enemies in free-roaming worlds in a fully 3D action-adventure game
Defend the innocent and seek revenge against the corrupt, taking on a ruthless war against angels and demons, humans and half-
humans as well as their own kin Customize your character, weapons, and special moves using parts found throughout the game

Combine in new ways to enhance your weapons, create powerful demon warriors to join you on your quest Re-examine the
themes of the original with a modern setting, using Dante's story as a lens to challenge players to think about themes of good and
evil, right and wrong, and the human condition Will Dante find his way home, or will the world be lost to madness? Experience
the complete version of DmC Devil May Cry™ exclusively on PlayStation®3. Content on this page comes directly from press

releases and fact sheets provided by publishers and developers and was not written by the Game Revolution staff.Q: Parse XML
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